Luxembourg

Regulatory Strategy Analyst (m/f) – Job based in Luxembourg

The evolving regulatory framework and the harmonisation of the financial markets in Europe significantly influence the business strategies and operating models of the financial organisations. Our Regulatory Watch team assist them in navigating this continuously evolving and increasingly demanding regulatory environment with expertise related to a wide range of regulations such as MiFID I & II, PRIIPs, MAD, AIFMD, UCITS or EMIR.

You will have the opportunity to:

- Identifying new regulatory updates across several jurisdictions
- Advising clients on the impacts of the regulatory changes on their specific operating models and identify the potential existing gaps in their current set-ups
- Supporting clients in defining new business strategies (distribution, products, operational, etc.) based on market practices, future requirements, etc.
- Participating in translating directives and regulations into practical and pragmatic business requirements and solutions for our clients
- Coordinating with regulatory Subject Matter Expert on Regulatory Strategy assignments
- Participating to regulatory authorisation related assignments for Management Companies, Professionals of the Financial Sector or Banks
To fit in the role you also:

- Hold a Bachelor/Master degree in Law and or a Bachelor/Master degree in Economics
- Show strong interest in regulatory readiness assignments on subjects such as MiFID I & II, PRIIPs, MAD, AIFMD, UCITS directives or EMIR. Specific knowledge on market infrastructures and collateral management is considered as an asset.
- Demonstrate excellent analytical capabilities and a pragmatic mind-set
- Show an ability to adapt to different environments
- Have excellent communication, writing and presentation skills
- Are fluent in English. German / Spanish are considered as an asset

We want to hear from you! Join us and...

- Step up in your career thanks to our remarkable client portfolio
- Enhance your network in the Luxembourgish and international market
- Work alongside recognized experts
- Push your boundaries and have the chance to exploit our Global network for career opportunities

At Deloitte Luxembourg, with around 2000 employees and more than 60 nationalities, we are committed to making an impact that matters for our clients, our people and society—aspiring to reach new levels of expertise by constantly challenging ourselves.

What impact will you make?

Get to know more about Deloitte